February 2, 2021
Vladimir Tenev
Chief Executive Officer
Robinhood
85 Willow Road
Menlo Park, CA 94025
Dear Mr. Tenev:
I am writing regarding Robinhood’s decision last week to restrict trading and impose
other limits on its customers, abruptly changing the rules for these individual investors with no
warning or recourse. In addition to putting customers’ finances at risk, Robinhood’s actions
revealed a new set of questions about its relationship with large hedge funds and other financial
institutions, and follows past criticisms of Robinhood’s insufficient investor protections.
Robinhood has a responsibility to treat its investors honestly and fairly, and provide them with
access to the market under a transparent and consistent set of rules. It is deeply troubling that the
company may not be doing so.1
In recent weeks, share prices for GameStop and other companies have undergone sharp
changes in value. 2 Amidst this extreme volatility, Robinhood and several other brokerages
abruptly “restricted trading on Thursday in GameStop and other stocks caught in a frenzy” and
raised requirements for “how much money an investor using leverage and derivatives must have
in their brokerage account after a stock purchase.”3 These restriction reportedly stemmed from
“an early morning message from a clearinghouse asking for a sharp increase in deposits for that
day’s trading” following the surge in trading volume for volatile stocks like GameStop.4 To meet
these requirements, Robinhood reportedly drew “on a line of credit from six banks amounting to
between $500 million and $600 million” and “raise[d] more than $1 billion from its existing
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investors.”5 The public deserves to know the details of circumstance behind Robinhood’s
decision to restrict trading and about other actions that appear to be treating individual investors
in an unequal or unfair fashion.
Concerns about Robinhood’s insufficient investor protections are not new. In 2019, the
Financial Industry Regulatory Authority fined the company for “execution violations related to
its customers’ equity orders and related supervisory failures.”6 In July 2020, U.S.
Representatives Lauren Underwood, Brad Sherman, Bill Foster, and Sean Casten and Senators
Richard Durbin and Tammy Duckworth wrote to your company, raising concerns that “[b]y
seeking to cultivate a customer base of relatively inexperienced investors, [your company
has]also taken on an especially great responsibility to make sure your customers are protected
and always provided with clear and accurate information.”7 In December 2020, the state of
Massachusetts filed a legal complaint against Robinhood on grounds of failing to act “without
regard for the best interest of its customers.”8 That same month, Robinhood paid $65 million to
settle charges brought by the Securities and Exchange Commission for “misleading customers
about revenue sources and failing to satisfy duty of best execution.”9 Robinhood’s recent
decision to abruptly restrict particular trades raises further questions about whether the company
is meeting its obligations to investors.
I am also troubled by Robinhood’s inclusion of forced arbitration clauses in its customer
agreement, which suggests that investors will not have sufficient opportunity to pursue their
claims and seek relief. 10 According to reports, at least 18 lawsuits have been filed against
Robinhood in the last week, with some “seek[ing] damages on behalf of other aggrieved
investors.”11 Secretive arbitration processes deny customers a fair hearing, undermine public
accountability, and hamper efforts to assemble a thorough and complete understanding of events.
Investors harmed by Robinhood’s trading restrictions should be able to argue their case in court,
rather than in closed-door proceedings that are too often rigged against claimants.
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Robinhood’s imposition of trading limits on small investors also raises troubling
concerns about its relationships with the large financial institutions that execute its trades, most
notably Citadel Securities, “a Chicago-based financial-services giant” affiliated with Citadel, a
hedge fund.12 Citadel Securities “is one of the biggest sources of Robinhood’s revenue”13 via
contracts that “charge[] large investment firms called ‘market makers’ fees to access real-time
information about which stocks its users are buying and selling, a practice some regulators and
industry watchers have seen as a potential conflict of interest.”14 The announcement of a “$2.75
billion emergency cash infusion into Melvin Capital Management, a short seller that was facing
steep losses due to the huge rally in GameStop’s stock,” by Citadel raises further questions about
potential conflicts of interest affecting Robinhood’s business practices and relationships, as “the
deal meant Citadel, the hedge-fund firm, was propping up a fund that had bet against GameStop
stock, while Citadel Securities had been profiting from the order flow of small investors placing
bullish bets on GameStop.”15 The public deserves a clear accounting of Robinhood’s
relationships with large financial firms and the extent to which those relationships may be
undermining its obligations to its customers.
In order to better understand how Robinhood plans to account for its recent actions and
ensure that retail investors are treated honestly and fairly, I ask that you respond to the following
questions by Tuesday, February 9, 2021.
1. Robinhood announced on January 28, 2021 that it was restricting “transactions for
certain securities to position closing only,”16 abruptly changing the rules for small
investors with no warning or recourse. Why did Robinhood make this decision?
a. Please explain in detail the factors that led Robinhood to limit customers from
making trades on GameStop and other stocks.
b. Please explain what contractual provisions with its users allowed Robinhood
to summarily bar or otherwise restrict trading activity related to GameStop
and other companies and how these provisions were communicated to users.
2. News reports indicate that Robinhood’s actions to restrict trading of certain securities,
such as GameStop stocks, “suggest that the stock trading platform may not have had
enough cash on hand to stay within regulatory rules for brokerage firms,” potentially
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because “Robinhood may have been exposed to too much risk associated with margin
trading.”17 Are these reports accurate?
a. Does Robinhood disclose the number of customers who hold margin accounts
– which allows customers to borrow money from Robinhood to buy stocks –
to federal regulators? If so, what is the average total margin among
Robinhood margin account holders?
b. Reports revealed that potential cash flows issues “could have put Robinhood
out of compliance with very basic regulatory rules that every brokerage is
required to follow.”18 According to one analyst, “[t]his raises the question of if
[Robinhood was] negligent in their management of their net capital and other
regulatory obligations.”19
i. Please describe in detail any findings of noncompliance with laws or
regulations governing Robinhood’s platform or business practices
during or preceding the recent market volatility.
ii. Please describe in detail any conversations that Robinhood’s senior
leadership had with staff of financial regulatory agencies regarding the
recent market volatility.
3. Reports indicate that “Robinhood routes more than half of its customer orders to
Citadel [Securities], by far its largest market-making partner by volume.”20
a. Please describe in detail the relationship between Robinhood and Citadel
Securities.
b. Did Robinhood engage in any discussions with any Citadel businesses or
affiliates prior to Robinhood reaching its decision to institute restrictions on
trading for GameStop and other stocks? If so, please provide a full description
of these discussions.
c. What user data does Robinhood share with Citadel Securities, and on what
terms?
d. How much revenue does Robinhood earn from its contractual relationship
with Citadel Securities?
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e. Does Robinhood have similar contracts with other large hedge funds, private
equity funds, or other large financial services firms? If so, please provide a
full description of these relationships.
4. Please describe Robinhood’s requirements for addressing customers’ complaints and
grievances, in particular Robinhood’s use of forced arbitration requirements.
a. Please explain in the detail the terms of the arbitration processes that
Robinhood customers are mandated to participate in when seeking relief.
b. How many consumer complaints has Robinhood fielded from customers that
were required to use the arbitration process to address their concerns?
c. How many of these customers went through the arbitration process?
d. What was the outcome of these cases?
e. In cases where Robinhood lost in arbitration, was the settlement, or any part
of it, made public?
Thank you for your consideration of this important matter, and I look forward to your
response.

Sincerely,

_________________________________
Elizabeth Warren
United States Senator

CC:
Allison Herren Lee, Acting Chair, Securities and Exchange Commission
Robert Cook, President and Chief Executive Officer, Financial Industry Regulatory Authority
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